
 

Woodstock Skirunners 2019/2020  

Friday Learn to Ski and Ride Program 

Volunteer Instructor Form 

Please print clearly! 

Name:             

Email:               

Address:             

              

Phone: (h):    (w):    (c):     

Which school (if any) do you represent?        

Would you like to volunteer for the Alpine or Snowboard Program?    

What is your skiing/riding ability?  Advanced Beginner      

      Intermediate       

      Advanced       

Can you comfortably ski every trail at Suicide Six Ski Area?  Yes/No 

What levels are you most comfortable teaching? 

Definitions are guidelines for you to assess your ability. We try to group kids along these 
lines but every year it varies depending on past instruction and number of years kids 
have been on snow and/or in the program. 

 

Level 1 Never Ever        

New to sport. 

Level 2 Beginner        

Has skied at least one season, can stop in a wedge, can traverse hill in both directions, intro to 
chair lift. 

Level 3 Advanced Beginner      

Can hockey stop, can vary wedge for speed control, can sideslip, can ride chair lift, can ski 
green trails. 

 



Level 4 Intermediate       

Comfortable on some blue trails, starting to do parallel turns, beginning to use poles, working 
on using poles to initiate turns. 

Level 5 Advanced Intermediate      

Can do controlled parallel turns, can use poles for proper plant and turn timing, short turn, 
long turn, short turn to stop. Has ability to control speed with changing terrain. 

Level 6 Advanced        

Can do controlled short turns with controlled pole plants to stop on the Face. Utilizes proper 
body position as terrain and turns demand. Intro to carve turns. Can negotiate small bumps. 

Level 7 All Terrain/Advanced      

Can do long/short turns at various speeds with pole plants. Can make linked turns with one ski 
off the snow. Mastered the carve turn. Can ski bumps smoothly in difficult terrain. Capable 
skiing all trails. 

 

What levels have you taught in the past?        

 

What levels do you prefer to teach?                 

 

Level 1,2 and 3 instructors must have a partner. Please provide us with name and 
contact information for your desired partner. If you don’t have a partner one will 
be selected for you. 

Partner’s Name:            

Phone:      Email:        

Availability 

  I am available as a FULL TIME instructor for the following dates:  

January   10,  17,  24,  31 

February   7,  14,  28 March        6 

 I am available only as a substitute instructor, please check dates available. 

There is no Ski Runners on February 21 due to vacation week at WES 

Do you know anyone who may be interested in volunteering for the program? If so, 
please include their name, address, phone number and email below: 

              

For additional information or questions, please contact: 

Tricia Carnehammar: tricia@carnehammar.com or (802) 356-2237. 

Please return this form by December 1, 2019 to tricia@carnehammar.com. 
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